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The hydromagnetic couette flow in a rotating system in the presence of a
uniform magnetic field inclined at an angle g with the positive direction of the

axis of roration is considered. It is found that the primary velocity increases while
the secondary 

'elocity 
decreases with increase in the angle of incrination of the

magnetic field. It is also found that for large rotarions, Ihere exists a thin
boundary layer near the plates which increases rvith the increase in 0.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of magnetohydrodynamic Couette flow is of generar interest.
Several authors [1-3] have studied various aspect of the probrem. The
hydromagnetic couette flou,in a rotating frame of reference have been studied by
Jana and Dana [4]. In all these studies, the appried magnetic fierd is taken in the
tiansverse direction of the flow ficld. The hydromagnetic couette flow in a

rotating system in the presence of a magnetic field inciined with the axis of
r,iation has not recei,ed much attention. The study of such fluid ilow probiem is
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important because of its wide application in various branches of geophysics,

astrophysics and fluid engineering'

In the present paper, we have studied the hydromagnetic Couette flow in a

rotatingSysteminthepresenceofauniformmagneticfieldinclinedatanangle6

with the positive direction of the axis of rotation. An exact solution of the

governingequationsforthefuliy-developedflowisobtained.Itisfoundthatfor

large values of the rotation parameter K2, there exist a thin boundary layer near

the piates. The thickness of the boundary layer increases with increase in angie of

inclination g of the magnetic field. It is also observed that for smali' values of K2

and the Hartmann number M2, the primary velocity u1 is independent of K2 whiie

the secondary velocity v1 is independent of M2 for all values of 0'

2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION AND ITS SOLUTION

consider the steady flow of a viscous incompressible electrically conducting

fluidbetweentwoinfiniteparallelplatesseparatedbyadistanceh.Thelower

platemoveswithauniformvelocityUinthex-directionwherethex-axisis

takenonthelowerplate.Thez-axisperpendiculartothepiatesandy-axisnormal

to xz-plane. The fluid and the plates are to rotate in unison with constant angulal

velocity.f2aboutz-axis'AuniformmagneticfluxB6actsaiongz-axiswhichis

inclined at an angle 0 with the positive direction of z-axis. Since the plates are

infinite long along x-and y-direction, all physicai quntities will be .function of z

only. The following assumptions are compatible with the fundamental equations

of magnetohYdrodYnamic s

.-)
7 = (u. v. o), d - (B, + 86 Sing' B,' Bo Coso)'

! = 6*, Ey, Ez), ? = (i,i, o), (1)

where 7, ; , ? , und / .r. respecrively rhe velociry vecror, rhe magneric

induction vector, the electric field vector and current density vector. In general, the
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electric current flowing in the fluid distorts the applied magnetic field. However,

since the viscous boundary layer is thin and thermally ionized air is at best a poor

electrical conductor, it is permissible to neglect the induced magnetic field

compared to the applied one [see Pai t5]) so that ? = (46 Sin0, o, 86 Cos0)'

Further it is assumed that no applied or polarization voltage exists i.e. ? = O.

Under the above assumptions, the hydromagnetic equations of motion in a

rotating frame of reference, in dimensionless form become

-ZK2v1=t2 -M2a1 Cos20, Q)'dry

2K2u1 =* - *'rr, (3)
' drF

where

ur = uN,l)t = rN, 4 = z/h,I( = Qlf lv, M2 = oB 'ot"tpu, @)

The solution of the equations (2) and (3) subject to the boundary conditions

(5) are

u,=h[{r"*ip)z-M2} ffi
-{ro-ip)z-v4ztffi] (6)

u,=ffitffi'ffi1 (7)

rl = (tor+ -vta sinao),2.

The above solution is valid for Sing <4lGlMz.

where

a, fr =\[{*. (r + cos2g)2 * +t{i"' t M' (1 * cor'o).l "',,Ll. J J

(8)1)
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We shall now discuss the following particular cases.

Case (i) : When K2 << I and M2 << 1.

Since K2 and M2 are ver), small, by neglecting higher order of K2 and M2 in

(6) and (7), we get

-ur = | - n -LIr42 coszg (2n - 3n2+ 43) + . . . .,

,, = -\K2 Qn -3n2 +43) +. . . .

It is seen from above equations (9) and (10) that in a slowly rotating system

when the applied magnetic field is weak, the primary velocity u1 is independent of

rotation while the secondary velocity v1 is unaffected by the magnetic field for all

values of 0.

Case (ii) : When M2 >> I and K2 << l.

In this case negiecring higher powers of K2 in the equations (6) and (7), we

obtain

(1 1)

(12)

The above equations (11) and (12) show the existance of a single-deck

boundary layer of thickness of order

(---:E-)
" [* ,, + coszqttz )

near the plates. This boundary layer is known as modified Hartmann boundary

layer. The thickness ofthis boundary iayer increases with increase in the angle of

lnclination 0 of the magnetic field while it decreases with increase in Hanmann

D

(e)

(10)

U1 "., [-t] 
M2 (r + c",. er ]l n

{ } 
*' (r + Cos2 ,l 
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number M. Further, the modified Hartmann boundary layer thickness is

independent of rotation parameter K2.

Case (iii) : When K2 >> I and M2 << f . 
i

Since M2 is smali, neglecting higher powers of M2 in (6) and (7),rwe have

/M2 sin2g ^. ^ \ :

,,= t|ffi= Sinp4 + CosBalz aa, (13)

vt = -Van Sinp4, (14)

where

s, B=Kp, - Ml11:!or101-_ Brc i (ls)

{t is seen from equations (13) and (14) rhat there exist a single-deck

boundary layer near the piates, the thickness of the boundary iayer is of order

A{l/a) where a is given by (15). This boundary layer is known as Ekman-

Hartmann boundary layer, The thickness of this layer increases with increase in

either 0 or K2 while it decreases with increase in M2"

Case (iv) : Single plate motion :

{n the limit h -+ *, on introducin E 4 = lJzlv, M2 = 6B2U/ pv, K2 = gv/1J2,

the velociry components u 1 and v, given by (5) and (T) are reduced to

y3 rt/
u, = 4irr,g,L t \o, + ifrrlz- M'l - {a' + iB)4 3

- { (", -iP,)'-M'} u@r-'6r1ntr1, (16)

r T - r a, + iB)4 _v @r - ifrinl, (17)
" 

= 2ia,B, Le ' '

where

ar,gr=l[{r. (r + cos2g)2 + 4K]yit na, rr + cos,el]1, (r8)

K? = (16K4 - M4 Sin46)u2.
i!
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'I'he equations (16) and (17) indicate that in the iimit h 4 *, the fluid

,relocities corresponds to a single plate problem when the plate moves in its own

plane with a uniform velocity U in the presence of a uniform magnetic field

inclineci at an angle 0 with the pr:sitive direction of the axis of rotation. Here,

also, exists a thin boundary layer in the vecinity of the plate and the thickness of

this layer is of order O(l/a,) where a1 is given (18).

If 0= O, then the equations (16) and (17) reduce to

u1=iatl1Cos p4 and v, = Zdtl Sinfrfi

where

[(** *

These are the velocity components which correspond to the

rnotion when the plate moves in its own plane with a velocity U in

of a uniform magnetic fleld transverse to the flow field.

o.0=l
^rl 2

r6Ko),,, i Mr].

(1e)

(20)

single plate

the presence

(21)

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS :

The distribution of the primary and the secondary velocity components

are plotted against 4 for M2 = 4.0 and for different values of 0 and K2 in figures

1 to 3. It is seen from fig. 1 that for fixed values of M2 and K2 the primary

veiocity increases whiie the secondary velocity decreases with increase in the

angle of inclination g of the magnetic field. It is observed from Figures 2 and 3

that both the primary and the secondary velocities decrease with increase in

rotation parameter K2 when g is fixed. It is also observed that for large values of

K2, there is an incipient flow reversal near the stationary plate.

The non-{imensional shear stresses at the plate \ = O arc given by

&j-- 4tr1
drl )n=o

_ dt Sinh 2a + C" Sin 2B
- za| (Cosh 2a - Cos 2fi)'

IE-
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K2 (B Sinh 2a - a Sin 20)- ap (Cosh 2a - Cos 2p) '

Cr=d-F-Mz,Cz=dcr-frdl

dr=2a\,dr= for+ M1. e3)

The numerical values of r, and ?, are shown in figure 4 against 0 for different

values of K2. It is found that the shear stress due to the primary flow decreases

while that due to the secondary flow increases with increase in 0 when K2 is fixed.

on the other hand for fixed value of 0, both the shear stresses increase with

increase in K2.
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